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Editorial 

Welcome to the Summer 2019 
edition of Strokes. As the year rolls 
on we are pleased to bring you a 
varied menu of contributions from 
the community of TA in Scotland. 
 
Our contributors in this edition are 
Alison Ayres, Jane Cox, Alastair 
MacKinnon, Lucy Hyde.  
 
We were delighted to see many of 
you at our first event of 2019 in 
March when we were considering 
the subject of ‘Trauma’. The 
evaluation of the event was hugely 
positive and we have taken away 
your comments and suggestions.  
 
We hope you will join us at the 
summer event on 17th August. 
Please sign up and come along. 
  
We hope you find this edition 
stimulating and informative, do get in 
touch if you would like to contribute, 
we would love to hear from you! 
 

The Editor 
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A word from the STAA Chair: Patricia Lyon  

 
Welcome to Summer 2019 and our latest edition of 
Strokes.  
 
I’m minded that the year is going quickly and how 
often I dialogue with clients about self-care and 
pacing in our lives. How often do we as counsellors 
and therapists do this ourselves? I know I’m guilty of 
not leaving enough reflection time in my life so I 
invite you, to join with me and use Strokes as a 
reflective space to touch base with our local TA 
community. 
 
We would love to hear from you with ideas and 
content to make each edition of ‘STROKES’ a valuable 
addition to your learning and information. 
 
We are trying to build a library of bios, articles and 
anonymous case studies (with client’s permission of 
course) so please send them in. 
We are particularly looking for a piece from anyone 
who marks CTA papers; perhaps top tips on writing, 
or key elements that are often missing in the papers 
you mark.  Our students are our future and support 
and inclusion is a valuable collaborative way of being. 
 
Alastair will always get in touch before including 
contributions to check that is still your wish or if 
anything needs updated or changed. 
 
I look forward to getting to know more of you this 
year. 
 
Best wishes, 
Patricia 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Get the best 

from your 

STAA website! 

If you haven't already done 
so, the STAA Committee invite 
you to spend some time 
exploring our dedicated 
website, which can be 
accessed by copying and 
pasting the following link into 
your browser: 

 

www.scottishta.org.uk 

 

Remember- the usefulness of 
the STAA website, this E-zine 
and the strength of our online 
community depend on your 
contributions, so please feel 
free to send us comments and 
suggestions for future 
content. 
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A Tribute to Barbara Clarkson 

Jane Cox has written a very special tribute to Barbara Clarkson as she leaves as Director of Physis 
Training. Jane writes:  

 “ Barbara has been my trainer for the last 3 years and I wanted  to pay tribute to her significance to 
my personal development as well as my growth as a therapist. She has been very important to me, to 
whole groups of students and to Scotland’s TA community. I attach the poem I have written at the end 
of my training to reflect on what Barbara and TA training has meant to me”. 

My TA Journey – a Reflection 

 

Dedicated to Barbara Clarkson, March 2019 

 

To find out I was mostly in Parent was tough and tearful 

And to boot a bastard Be Perfect pushing me to be the best 

 

To admit I set out to get sorted for 

A new Jane to emerge: a kinder, softer version of myself 

 

The slow realisation I had rarely been stroked 

A Critical Parent gnawing incessantly inside my head  

 

The nurturing influence of trainer and therapist 

An empathic balm to my fixated, frozen self 

 

That allowed my fractured Child to emerge 

A raw, somatic belly of unmet needs 

 

The sitting with bruising archaic pain 

And learning the art of self-care and compassion 

 

The challenge of turning my Racket anger into 

Authentic sadness and peeking into the abyss of fear 

 

The grieving for a lost childhood 

As the Little Professor had to take charge 

 

The hardest, most gruelling part 

An acceptance of the whole of me 

 

To feel my meaty, most hateful shame  

Always lurking to size and seize me up 

 

The contradiction of my Schizoid need to withdraw 

Against my yearning to be noticed 

 

The gift of curiosity to keep me going 

A healthy Be Strong to pull me through  
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Then a delightful discovering of yoga  

A deepening awareness of the breath and breadth of my body 

 

 

To discover options and allay blame 

A quiet spiritual awakening from long ago 

 

The giving of therapy, at first terrifying 

An honour now to feel the quiet connection with another 

 

Transference and countertransference still 

A magical tell in the room 

 

The recognition that we are all doing our best 

At any given moment  

 

To question myself, and in the process seek 

An alternative perspective, a new humility 

 

To bathe in a candid community of deep friendship 

An immersion of being held and celebrated 

 

The discovery of my buried creativity 

A bursting, blossoming bulb of insight 

 

To open up and cuddle in 

A healing capacity for growth and love 

 

That led – and this is the best bit - to 

An appreciation of the here and now 

 

That I could experience joy 

And be grateful for the fleeting, melting snowflake in my palm 

 

The leap and laughter of my boys, the warm body next to me 

All panacea for the lonely hole in my soul 

 

The tree has unearthed her roots, steeped in nourishment 

And resilience; in the blissful stillness of being  

 

The wisdom now to know that you are enough 

And I am too 

 

 

Jane Cox  
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I wandered up the grey and rainy Berggasse street towards number 19, a daunting building set among the 

somewhat faded grandeur of the Alsergrund district in Vienna. The icy cold wind of the December morning 

and the looming solidity of the snowy skies couldn’t detract from the excitement I had at visiting the actual 

practice and apartment of Sigmund Freud. Entering the inner courtyard of the 1891 building, one could almost 

feel the anticipation of past clients, as they would have scaled the stairs towards the apartment. It now houses 

the Sigmund Freud museum, the practice waiting room and an extensive collection of artefacts, photos and 

documents, along with some original items and pieces of furniture. Freud lived and worked in the building for 

over 40 years. If only the walls could speak! 

It was with my visit to Berggasse still freshly in mind that I purchased a copy of Steven B. Sandler’s ‘Tea with 

Freud: An Imaginary Conversation About How Psychotherapy Really Works’. 

Sandler is a psychiatrist at Albany Medical Centre in upstate New York, where he specialises in the field of 

individual psychotherapy. His particular approach, developed over many years, is called Short-Term Dynamic 

Psychotherapy. www.stevenbsandler.com 

But back to the book…..Tea with Freud has Sandler doing a bit of imaginary time travelling, back to meeting 

and consulting with Freud. He wants to “explain psychotherapy to the general reading public” as well as he 

says, explore some of his own feelings about his father. It is at times a no-holds barred conversation between 

the two learned men. Once fascination for me came from the challenges posed by Sandler to Freud to 

reconceptualise his core theories in new ways. Sandler also opens himself up to the role of supervisee; a 

frightening prospect in the light of Freud’s unyielding certainty of how the art of psychotherapy should be 

conducted. Supervisors reading this book may cringe at the crushingly critical arrows directed Sandler’s way.  

The book is partly a case study with material from Sandler’s experience, and partly fictional conversation. It is 

a novel way of introducing a lay readership to some of the key and core elements of psychotherapy. It’s by no 

means hard work – and in that sense not an academic book, but in its conversational style introduces the 

reader to both elements of analytic theory and a voyeur’s insight to the goings-on of the therapy room. 

So, the debate was at times tetchy as Freud defended his position on psychoanalysis and Sandler tried to 

engage him in comparisons with modern ‘talking therapy’ approaches. No couch was the least of the 

contrasts! Both men are enthusiasts for their positions and worthy ‘opponents’, though Sandler is clearly, and 

admittedly, in awe of the Master. 

I was not surprised to find myself musing that many of the questions posed by our clients, and some of the 

answers to internal emotional struggles, can still be found in Freud's ideas, as well as in modern findings from 

neuroscience, psychology and attachment theory!  

If you’ve never fancied delving into Freud’s works, maybe “Tea with Freud” could serve as a light starter? 

BOOK REVIEW by Alastair MacKinnon 
 

Tea with Freud: An Imaginary Conversation 

about How Psychotherapy Really Works  

by Steven B. Sandler ,  Dog Ear Publishing 2016 

 

http://www.stevenbsandler.com/
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May 2019 
 

Alison writes 
 
“I am now fully retired from my practice as a therapist and as a trainer, but continue my 
work as a supervisor of individuals and groups. I have lived in the same house in 
Edinburgh for more many years but we are in the process of moving to Crieff and I plan 
to continue my supervision practice there. 
 
I remembered this article when I was discussing issues of suicidal ideation with a 
supervisee the other day.  I suggested that my supervisee have a look at it, but 
subsequently discovered that the only copy I could find was my own pdf version.  
 
Having just reread it I think it still offers a useful exploration of suicide from the 
perspective of the client and the therapist, and some thoughts about the legacy of 
suicide. I wrote it in 2006 as part of my recovery from the suicide of one of my clients.  
 
My reflection now is that it is as relevant now in supporting me in thinking about 
existential issues of life and death as it was when I wrote it, and I hope it will be helpful 
to other practitioners.   
 
In this paper I offer a consideration of some of the complex issues raised by the issue 
of suicide. I bring together strands of thought from within the field of transactional 
analysis and from elsewhere. I structure my considerations as follows:  firstly I focus on 
the client, in terms of game theory, and structural ego states, with a discussion of the 
benefits and risks of Escape Hatch Closure and possible "exceptions". I then turn to 
consider the therapist, with thoughts about countertransference, secrecy and exis- 
tential issues with reflections on the implications for our practice of these ideas. Finally 
I write about the legacy of suicide (Worden 1983). In forming my ideas about suicide I 
make particular reference to the ideas of Geoff Mothersole (1996) and in this article 
there are more questions than there are answers. 
I am grateful to the editor of ‘Strokes’ for making the article accessible to current 
practitioners. “  
 
You can access the full article ‘The Only Way Out?’ by clicking here . 
 
Alison Ayres, CTA, TSTA, UKCP Registered Psychotherapist 
  

The Only Way Out? 
 
by Alison Ayres  
 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b66d1b6c3c16a22ee45a189/t/5d303e11797e810001edb88a/1563442706089/The+Only+Way+Out+AyresA.pdf
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Here at the STAA we like to send out positive strokes from the Strokes Ezine. Congratulations 
to our members and friends for their hard work and great achievements over the last 
academic year!  
 
Here is a recent list that includes those we have been made aware of! We heartily apologise 
and ask you to contact us so we can include any others we have missed in the next edition of 
Strokes. 
Congratulations and a huge well done to you all! 
 

Diploma in TA Counselling: 
Jo Crichton 
Fiona Brien 
John Robertson 
Jane Cox 
 
CTA: Carol Remfrey Foote  
 
 
 
Contact   STROKES Editor to tell us about your achievements. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:strokes@scottishta.org.uk
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I investigated working online when I moved out of the UK for a couple of years – although I 

had gone through the hoops of registering with an Italian counselling body, I was living 

somewhere with a fairly small permanent English-speaking community, so online work was a 

way I could continue counselling.   

I was surprised to discover how established online therapy is in the UK, partly because there 

was little or no reference to it in my core training (I suspect, like many psychotherapy training 

courses), and some of my fellow committee members have been involved in the online 

therapy world for well over a decade and were instrumental in developing the conference 

which launched in 2009, being streamed live for online delegates as well as those attending in 

person. 

I’ve become passionate about online work, partly for selfish reasons – it’s usually easier to 

organise an appointment from my laptop in my own home than it is to book, and travel to, a 

room in central Edinburgh from my home in East Lothian (and even more so when I was living 

in Italy). Some practitioners choose to work online for reasons of health or disability.  

But working online can make therapy more accessible and available for clients too. I work with 

people all over the world, some of them in countries where there is little or no access to 

counselling, or at least to counselling in English. For people who work away a lot, meaning that 

they struggle to keep regular in-person appointments, or for people who have a health 

condition that means that they find it difficult to leave the house, working remotely is a boon. 

Some people come to counselling sooner because it feels more normal for them to work with 

someone via instant messaging than by sitting in a room face to face – sometimes clients just 

don’t want to be seen.  

Of course, I agree online therapy isn’t for everyone – therapist or client! – but, now that I have 

a mixture of online and in-person clients I can categorically say that I believe that working 

online can be every bit as rich and significant as working ‘in the flesh’, as well as sometimes 

making help available to people sooner.  It doesn’t have to be either/or. 

OCTIA is an annual conference for counsellors and therapists working online and has been 

running for 10 years. I was asked to join the organising committee around the same time that I 

joined the STAA committee last year.  

This year’s OCTIA conference theme is ‘Sharing the Caring’ and it takes place on Saturday 5 

October. Presenters are covering topics from the philosophy of therapy, through the 

Taking therapy online 

By Lucy Hyde 
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development of bereavement counselling services and relationship therapy to how EMDR (Eye 

Movement Desensitisation and Reprocessing) is being used online. I’m going to be presenting 

to in-house delegates about some of the TA theory I use with clients and how this can also be 

relevant to therapist self-care and wellbeing.  

If you’re interested in learning more about online work the OCTIA conference is a great place 

to start; as well as being a physical event in Manchester, it’s screened live to online delegates 

who also benefit from a simultaneous chat room. Find out more at www.octia.co.uk 

Lucy Hyde 

Secretary, STAA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.octia.co.uk/
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SUMMER EVENT 2019 
 

“BEREAVEMENT AND LOSS” 

 

PERTH CATHEDRAL (ST NINIAN’S) 

NORTH METHVEN STREET, PERTH PH1 5PP 

IN THE CHAPTER HOUSE  

  

SATURDAY 17TH AUGUST 2019 

10AM – 4PM  

 

 

 

 

https://www.perthcathedral.co.uk/visit-us
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STAA on Facebook & Twitter 

The Scottish Transactional Analysis Association is on 
Facebook and Twitter.  

Members can share information, network and chat, and 
the STAA can promote its work, keep you appraised of 
events, conferences, updates and links on all things 
TA!  

 

Join us today, send a request and see you there. 
Looking forward to meeting you! 

   https://www.facebook.com/groups/747344331966556/ 

   Tweet us @STAAScotland 

 

 

Dates for your Diary 

STAA Summer Event 

Saturday 17th August 2019 on 

“Bereavement and Loss” 

Venue: Perth Cathedral (St Ninian’s), 
Chapter house.  

 

 STAA Annual Conference 

 Saturday 17th November 2019 

‘Attachments:  

Finding our Identity’   

Venue: Apex Hotel, Edinburgh 

conferences@scottishta.org.uk 

 

TA WORLD CONFERENCE 2020 

The TA World conference 2020 will be 
held in Birmingham on Thursday 16th to 
Saturday 18th July 2020 

Further details, exam dates etc to be 
confirmed. 

 

 

Membership 2019-20 

 

If you wish to play a part in the growth and 
development of the STAA, you are warmly 
invited to consider joining us as a full member 
for a mere £50 and, thereby, take advantage of 
the following benefits: 

- Access to our ezine STROKES  

- Regular updates on matters relating to TA in 
Scotland 

- Opportunities to shape the future of the STAA 

Please contact the Secretary, Lucy Hyde at 
secretary@scottishta.org.uk for further details. 

 

 

 STAA 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/747344331966556/
mailto:conferences@scottishta.org.uk
mailto:secretary@scottishta.org.uk
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Who’s Who on the STAA Committee  
 
Patricia Lyon – Chair 
Patricia is a CTA and MSc and is Glasgow Cluster Manager for Place2Be, a children's mental health charity 
delivering counselling and mental health awareness into schools across four areas of Scotland. She maintains a 
small private practice in the south side of Glasgow and recently qualified as a Supervisor. 
 
Michael Day – Vice Chair 
After more than 20 years in the defense industry Mike took stock after realising how unfulfilled he was. After 
much self-reflection he rediscovered his interest in how we become who we are today. In turn, this led him to 
TA. He runs a private practice in Edinburgh. He has a special interest in how substances can become a way of 
meeting relational needs and how TA can enable people to move from addiction to healthy attachments. 
 
Lucy Hyde – Secretary  
Shortly after setting up in private practice, following completion of her core training with Physis in Edinburgh, 
Lucy moved to Italy with her partner. The change spurred her to investigate online work, a hitherto unknown 
world as far as she was concerned, and she currently works with individuals by webcam, email and instant 
messaging, and with couples via email. Now back in Scotland, she is continuing with online work as well as in-
person counselling. 
 
Paul Eynon 
After a decade out in Private Veterinary Practice, Paul took on the role of University Lecturer at Glasgow Vet 
School where he’s become heavily involved in the Pastoral Support & Care of students and colleagues. To 
compliment this role, he’s embarked upon the Foundation Year Training with Physis, with the ultimate aim of 
moving away from clinical work as a Vet, into the role of CTA.  
 
Alastair MacKinnon – Strokes Editor  
Alastair did his core training with Physis and has a private counselling and supervision practice in Edinburgh. 
He is also the CEO of a national voluntary organisation, previously with a background in public sector policy. 
He is a trustee of a prison welfare charity.  
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Questions & Answers. 
 

Are you familiar with the saying ‘the only silly question is the question you don’t ask’? 

Well, here at Strokes we believe there are no silly questions.  This new section is the perfect 

place to ask all your unanswered, perplexing or light-hearted questions about all aspects of TA 

learning, training and practice. 

 

Do you want to know if others offer tea and coffee to clients? 

Are you a trainee and have no idea what the next step is? 

Are you about to start private practice and don’t know where to start with building a client 

base, setting up a website, or marketing yourself? 

Wondering what kind of ethical dilemmas others have faced? 

How do others deal with missed appointments? 

 

You’ve come to the right place.   

Submit your questions to STROKES Editor  

or send us a Facebook message at www.facebook.com/groups/747344331966556/  

We will then publish your questions in the next edition of Strokes and on our Facebook page 

and invite community members to get in touch with their experience and responses. 

  

mailto:strokes@scottishta.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/groups/747344331966556/
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Would YOU like 

to advertise in this space? 

 

STROKES reaches across the STAA membership and beyond. You might want to 
consider placing an advert for: 

 

• Your private practice  

• Continuous Professional Development event 

• TA workshops  

• Supervision group  

• Therapy group 

• Therapy marathon 

• CTA Exam Prep Group 

• Research participants 

• Peer Education/Support 

• or anything else that you think may be of interest to our readership. 

 

To enquire about advertising, please contact STROKES,  

via Alastair MacKinnon, at the following email address: 

STROKES 

Advertisement Costs 

Full Page £40 

Half Page £20 

Quarter Page £10 

 

 

 

 

 

STROKES 

STAA 

mailto:strokes@scottishta.org.uk

